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Artists	in	Conversation,	Jenny	Roche	
(IRL)	and	Vicky	Schick	(USA)	
An interview with Vicky Shick 18 May 2012 for Dance Research Forum of Ireland, Dance 
Notes, Issue 4, April 2013.  
 
Jenny Roche interviews renowned New York-based dancer Vicky Schick who 
danced with Trisha Brown from 1980 to 1986 and continues to create and 
perform in the New York dance scene. This article corresponded with the first 
visit of the Trisha Brown Dance Company to the Republic of Ireland and within 
an issue of Dance Research Forum of Ireland's 'Dance Notes', which was 
dedicated to the Dublin Dance Festival 2012. The interview reveals Schick's 
creative practice with Trisha Brown from her perspective as a dancer, giving an 
insight into the exchange between choreographer and dancer in the studio. 
 
Vicky Schick is no stranger to Irish dance audiences, gracing us with her choreography in the 
Dublin Dance Festival 2010 when she performed her duet Repair with Jodi Melnick. Vicky is a 
renowned New York based dancer-choreographer and teacher who creates and performs 
beautifully articulate and detailed movement.  
She was the perfect person to turn to when seeking insight into the work of Trisha Brown [TB] 
particularly because she was part of the original cast in the seminal piece Set and Re-Set which 
for me was the jewel in the programme of TB’s works presented at the Abbey in May by the 
Dublin Dance Festival. I spoke with Vicky the evening after I saw the work and she was able to 
give me an account of the ways in which TB worked at that period in time. She spoke about 
when she first joined the company and how she started learning pieces from the repertoire. There 
was work with Trisha as well but the passing on of actual roles came directly from the dancer 
who had previously done it. 
At first, I learned my parts from the original dancers; learning verbatim somebody else's 
role. Then, I was involved with making three pieces with TB. For the first two pieces, 
she made the movement phrases alone and would teach it to us meticulously with much 
detail, much repetition, and a lot of patience.  These works—Son of Gone Fishing and 
Set and Re-Set— then entailed improvising with her material. The Set and Re-Set 
improvisation in a way was more playful (we already had the information and 
experience from Son of Gone Fishing), so we also had more freedom and thus more 
risk. For Lateral Pass she worked quite a bit one on one - she would be the outside eye, 
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giving us verbal instructions—we would try to embody her words and she would 
choreograph, directing us towards what her eye and intuition wanted to see. 
Vicky went on to explain the particular approach taken for Set and Re-Set and the improvisations 
the dancers worked with: 
When we improvised for Set and Re-set she gave us five critical guidelines; be simple, 
act on instinct, stay close to the edge, play with visibility and invisibility and line up. 
There is a wonderful earlier piece called Line Up where the instruction was to basically 
do just that.  These five instructions shaped our explorations of the movement. Trisha 
also wanted the basic structure of the dance to go along the perimeter of the space and 
then there were solos, duets and trios that were launched into the center. So again, the 
basic structure of the dance was using these five principles and going along the 
perimeter of the space.  
I asked Vicky whether the dancers improvised in performance as well or whether the material 
was set at a certain point. She explained: 
We worked in small increments building short sections, when we all felt good about our 
improvisation, we would memorize what we had made. Being able to respond and react 
in the moment with physical clarity and a full vivid imagination was very challenging to 
me. I was not experienced as an improviser nor as a contact-dancer, skills that were very 
useful in this process. Several others were quite fluent in these areas, so, I felt the 
pressure of wanting to match their wit, fearlessness, abandon and imagination.  Trisha 
was not at all critical of any of us in the process, but one was aware of wanting to feed 
her passion and excitement and appetite for good, solid, and surprising 
rambunctiousness.  
Vicky explained how Set and Re-Set is continually adapted for different dance companies and 
academies worldwide:  
It's a very popular piece that' set on other companies and dance schools. I'm actually 
going to Amsterdam to work on it soon and they will make their own version. It's called 
Set and Re-Set, Re-Set. Each company or school learns the original material and then 
creates their own memorized improvisations and, that becomes their version of the 
piece.  
Having experienced the breadth of Vicky's movement vocabulary, I was very interested in 
knowing how she felt she had been influenced as a dancer/ choreographer through her time 
working with TB,     
Working with TB, one cannot avoid being interested in detail and clarity and 
movement. I feel that my eye was developed through her work, seeing her movement 
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and watching her dance. Her movement is unbelievably complex—a lot of simultaneity 
of action - difficult co-ordinations—and, there is a purposeful, straightforward 
simplicity in the delivery. No big introductions or preparations, but there is definitely 
dynamic change. There is no punching of the movement but, rather an aesthetic of 
restraint that we were nurtured on—an attitude of the body, an attitude of posture, which 
was more relaxed, clear and understated with no play-acting. The purity of the 
movement was the focus with no neon underlining for emphasis. Though, I am more 
interested in hints of narrative and drama than Trisha, I am most definitely attached to 
an unadorned aesthetic and to the architecture and clarity inherent in the body. I try to 
approach movement as task—process it physically step by step, like following Lego 
instructions, stripping away all attitude and unnecessary punctuation, unless that is what 
I or another choreographer is very consciously looking for in that moment. I also see 
how important it is to ground a work in structure. Trisha created “geniously [sic]” 
imaginative and complex structures, which were inseparable from the pieces; everything 
was working and unfolding together. 
I was also very interested in how Vicky felt that TB’s movement influenced dance in general and 
more specifically the work that subsequently emerged from the New York dance scene.  
Well, I believe that Trisha totally re-shaped our mode of moving and initiated what then 
became a trend of voluptuous slippery movement on this new relaxed and naturally 
aligned body. She altered the attitude of the body and towards the body. Of course, it 
wasn’t her alone and so, there were fewer rigid spines and puffed out chests, movements 
were more nuanced, and there was no coined vocabulary for these complexities.  Seeing 
dance after dance so very influenced by her style almost felt like a series of forgeries 
had been made.    
Finally, Vicky described the joy of working with TB and learning directly from her body in the 
studio. 
 The very rigorous work of learning movement from her body was a glorious 
experience. Once you got into the company, Trisha was extremely trusting and 
generous. She would demonstrate something a thousand times. She was utterly patient 
in passing on the movement. This exchange in the studio was crucial and the crux of 
everything that happened then. I feel very lucky to have been in the company when TB 
was dancing a lot. She made the movement mostly on her body, and on her, it was the 
most nuanced, quirky and complex; so it was a great pleasure, thrill and challenge to see 
that and to try to grasp it from her. Dancing next to her, you could feel her body like a 
warm engine; her spirit was infectious, and yet, it all was so uncatchable, unknowable. 
She kept us laughing. One action initiating the next, sequencing, surprisingly, through 
the body. She was always looking for a ride from the movement.  
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